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ABSTRACT

Cholesterol was fat that mostly formed by the body itself, mainly inside the liver that called endogen, and about 30% was obtained from foods that called exogenous cholesterol. Lilin vegetable plant (setaria palmifolia) or egg cana (Saccharum Edule Hassk) or called terubuk, and egg cana was kind of vegetable which seemed like sugar cane. Part of the plant that used as vegetable was it's topping. This research was aimed to investigate the Influence of Consuming Lilin Vegetable (Setaria palmifolia).

This research was “Queasy experiment design with pre-post test control group”, with number of sample 10 respondents in Toliwang Village. Sampling was done by non probability sampling kind of consecutive sampling. Statistical Test done by using T-test with significant value α=0.05. The comparison between T-table and T-counting was done by using two sides test and got significant value α=0.02 for experiment group, and 0.36 for control group.

From the research result, it could be concluded that by consuming lilin vegetable could reduce cholesterol. This could be seen from the average of cholesterol degree at experiment group before and after consuming lilin vegetable, where their cholesterol got down with the average difference of 47 mg/dl. This was because lilin vegetable contained some compounds such as Tricosane, Z-12-Pentacosane, and Nonacosane which used to reduce cholesterol degree.
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INTRODUCTION

Cardiovascular disease was the biggest factor that caused death in the world. Based on the report of WHO (World Health Organization, 2011) from 57 billion death of the world’s population, 17.3 billion (31%) deaths were caused by cardiovascular disease, especially heart attack (7.3 billion) and stroke (6.2%). One of the factors of main risk of cardiovascular disease was high cholesterol (Bangun, 2003, Fatmah, 2010 and WHO, 2011).

Cholesterol was complex fat in each cell in the body. Cholesterol was functioned as first material to form bile, cell wall, vitamin, and certain hormones such as sex and others. (Gondosari, 2010).

Cholesterol source was found from foods such as innards, egg yolk, shrimp, shells, and fattened meat (Hesti Widuri & Dedi M. Pamungkas, 2013). High degree of total cholesterol would form atherosclerosis which could cause hypertension and embolism of brain, heart, and leg. Brain embolism caused cerebrovascular or diseases of brain vessel such as stroke. Embolism of heart could cause cardiovascular diseases such as coronary, whereas embolism of leg caused diseases of periphery blood vessel. This condition was often happened at legs that could cause sharp, cramps, asleep, and gangrene (Garnadi, 2012).

There were many kinds of medicine which was produced by pharmacy industries, but it was reported that there was side effect of using the medicine for long time so the society used herbal to care disease of treatment that was cheaper and saver, such as traditional treatment with metabolic problem. (Kasper et al., 2005). Therefore, alternative herbal material, needed to be improved. Nowadays, people had been most interested in orally treatment method by consuming functional foods and drinks.

Lilin vegetable plant (Setaria palmifolia) or egg cane (Saccharum Edule Hassk) or called terubuk, and egg cane was kind of vegetable which was similar with sugar cane. Part of plant that used as vegetable was it’s top. However, it’s flower was also used as vegetable. It’s top looked like being peculiar because when it grew to be mature, the top was swollen. As it peeled, the egg cane contained something liked nail with colour of white to yellowness, liked a horde of fish eggs. Therefore, the plant called egg (fish) cane.

According to the result of laboratory test, there were some compounds that was useful for human body such as: Heinecosane (1.95%), Tricosane (19.05%), Tetracosane (2.03%), Decasa (8.54%), Z-12-Pentacosane(6.04%) Nonadecasane (7.31%), Nonadecylfluorouracacetate (30.76%), Celidoniol Deoxy (2.51%), Triacetyl acetate (12.26%), Nonacosen (6.74%), (Laboratory of Health LIPI DKI Jakarta, 2016).

METHODS

This research was qualitative research with design of Queasy Experiment Design With Pre - Post Test Control Group (Notoadmodjo, 2007). This research was aimed to analyze the influence of lilin vegetable to the reduce of total cholesterol degree at the hypercholesterolemia sufferers in Toliwang Village. The cholesterol measurement was done before and after the intervention. While the respondents of control group didn’t consume lilin vegetable.

After that, it was done one time measurement in the beginning (Pre test) for both groups, then it was done the treatment for the first group (experiment group) and there was no treatment for the second group (control group). Next, the second measurement (post test) was done for both groups. This was aimed to observe the comparison at the group with treatment (experiment group) and group without treatment (control group).

The research design was explained as follow:

Pretest → Posttest

\[ F_1 \rightarrow X \rightarrow F_3 \]

\[ F_2 \rightarrow X \rightarrow F_4 \]

Explanation :

\[ F_1 = \text{Measurement of cholesterol degree, Pre-Test before consuming lilin vegetable at intervention group (experiment)} \]

\[ F_2 = \text{Measurement of cholesterol degree, Pre-Test at control group} \]

\[ X = \text{Intervention of consuming lilin vegetable} \]

\[ F_3 = \text{Measurement of cholesterol degree after consuming lilin vegetable at intervention group (experiment)} \]

\[ F_4 = \text{Measurement result of cholesterol degree at control group} \]

After the measurement at all respondents was done, the researcher would do data analysis by using computer in some stages. Those stages are Editing that was done to check each data, related with the existence of error and data completeness in order that all data became valid to be analyzed; Coding that was done to give code at each information that had been collected at each data, so it made light of analyzing the data. The data of letters were changed into numeral so that it made...
to be easy in analyzing the data and quicken the data entry process. This was done by giving codes (1) for intervention group and (2) for control group. The data collected then was entered in the computer in order to be continued with data analysis by using Statistical Programme For Social Science (SPSS 16.0)

Data analysis that was used in this research was univariat analysis, that was analysis method by describing or explaining the collected data factually without making any conclusion that happened in general and generalization, and bivariat analysis by using T-test (Paired Sampel T-Test) with significant degree $\alpha < 0.05$.

**SAMPLE**

Sampling in this research was done with saturated sample where all population of hiperkolesterol sufferers in Toliwang Village, West Kao Sub district, North Halmahera Regency to the number of 10. From 10 persons, it divided into two groups, 5 persons who were consuming lilin vegetable as intervention group and 5 persons who weren’t consuming lilin vegetable as control group.

a. **Inclusion Criteria**
   1. Hyper cholesterol sufferer at the age of 20-65 years old
   2. Hyper cholesterol sufferer with cholesterol degree $>200$ mg/dl
   3. Hyper cholesterol sufferer who could be asked to have good communication
   4. Hyper cholesterol sufferer who weren’t consuming anti cholesterol medicine
   5. Hyper cholesterol sufferer who were willing to consume lilin vegetable
   6. Hyper cholesterol sufferer who were willing to sign the agreement sheet (Informed Consent).

b. **Exclusion Criteria**
   1. Hyper cholesterol sufferer out of Toliwang Village
   2. Hyper cholesterol sufferer who couldn’t be asked to get have good communication
   3. Hyper cholesterol sufferer who were consuming anti cholesterol medicine
   4. Hyper cholesterol sufferer who weren’t willing to consume lilin vegetable
   5. Hyper cholesterol sufferer who didn’t want to sign the agreement sheet (Informed Consent).

**INTERVENTION PROCEDURE**

a. **Intervention Group**
   1. Researcher assured the sufferers who would be given intervention procedure of cholesterol degree measurement and introduced self to the respondents.
   2. Researcher gave explanation to the respondents about the signification, objective, method, benefit of lilin vegetable for the respondent and time of implementation, and procedure of consuming lilin vegetable.
   3. Giving opportunity to the respondents to ask questions and gave informed consent, asked signatures as agreement proof for the respondents who were willing to include in research activities.

b. **Control Group**

   Respondents at the control group only got health education without consuming lilin vegetable and the checking of cholesterol was done 2X.

**RESULTS**

The research was conducted on June 2016 during 1 year. The research was done by interview method and check up the cholesterol degree directly with check up tool/instrument and used observation sheet toward 10 respondents, they were pople of Toliwang Village.

The result was in the form of univariat analysis that was done toward 10 respondents consisted of demography’s data: age, gender, education, and profession. Respondents with age of $>50$ years were 5 respondents (50%), 41 -50 ages were 3 respondents (30%), 20-30 years was 1 respondent (10%), and 31-40 years was 1 respondent (10%). Female respondents were 7 respondents (70%), and male respondents were 3 respondents (30%). Respondents’ characteristic with education background of SD were 5 respondents (50%), SMP were 3 respondents (30%) and SMA were 2 respondents (20%). Respondents with profession background of housewife (IRT) were 7 respondents (70%), farmer were 3 respondents (30%), and entrepreneur was 1 respondent (10%).

Bivariat analysis was done in order to know the relationship between independent variable (Hypercholesterolemia sufferers) and dependent variable (Reduce of total cholesterol degree) that analyzed by using T-test and using computer with means degree $p=0.05$. 
Table 1. Measurement Result of Cholesterol Degree at the Experiment Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Kelompok kontrol</th>
<th>Pre Test</th>
<th>Post Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>219 mg/dL</td>
<td>200 mg/dL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>225 mg/dL</td>
<td>202 mg/dL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>206 mg/dL</td>
<td>200 mg/dL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>218 mg/dL</td>
<td>225 mg/dL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>210 mg/dL</td>
<td>217 mg/dL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Justification of T test at the Experiment Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nilai Normal</th>
<th>Hasil pengujian</th>
<th>Kesimpulan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>α</td>
<td>T tabel</td>
<td>Nilai α</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2.776</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Measurement Result of Cholesterol Degree at the Control Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Kelompok Intervensi</th>
<th>Pre Test</th>
<th>Post Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>213 mg/dL</td>
<td>117 mg/dL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>207 mg/dL</td>
<td>162 mg/dL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>217 mg/dL</td>
<td>185 mg/dL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>230 mg/dL</td>
<td>198 mg/dL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>210 mg/dL</td>
<td>180 mg/dL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Justification of T Test at Control Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nilai Normal</th>
<th>Hasil pengujian</th>
<th>Kesimpulan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>α</td>
<td>T tabel</td>
<td>Nilai α</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2.776</td>
<td>0.361</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCUSSION

Cholesterol was important element that needed to manage chemical process inside the body, but cholesterol in high number could cause the occurrence of atherosclerosis that finally would influence at the coronary heart (Rahayu, 2005). Hypercholesterolemia was a condition of cholesterol number that exceeded from normally limit.

Risk factor that related with degree of total cholesterol was divided into changeable risk and unchangeable risk. Unchangeable risk factor consisted of age, gender, and genetic. While, changeable risk factor consisted of diet, nutrient status, and physical activities. National Heart Lung And Blood Institute (2012).

Beside became one of foodstuff, vegetable became very important food element for body and not only as complement, but vegetable was rich of nutrient and could become the important balancing in doing menu diet. The importance of vegetable for human’s health had been long time known, because vegetable was cheap source of vitamin and mineral and it could increase the intelligence and body resistance toward diseases attack.

Vegetable of leaf was also contained fiber that was useful to help ingestion. By the completeness of nutrients inside the vegetable, so that, in this modern century there were more and more people choose to stick to meat and just consumed vegetable. (Sutarya, and Grubben,1995 and Anonimus,2003).

In Indonesia, egg cane known with local names such as tobu bunga (Simalungun), sayor lilin (Menad), sayur trubu (Maluku), tél̄u tél̄or, tubu tél̄or ikan (Amb.), bunga tobu (Lamp.), tiwu turubus, turubus (Sund.), tél̄u
nder (Jw.), cambia (Talaud), běmbiádě (Sangi), patodo pěhawěrè, pola péra (Alf.Minah), apió (Baree), iwatu ton (Ser. U), wahu usui (Ser. B), uhu yane (Amahai), tobu ikan, t. i. oso, tehu iyan. t. oyan (Hila), tehuyan uhu (Har.), tehu yano, tiapu uno (Ulias), tebyiyan (Buru), dodilibu, idowahu, idowaho, didiliutu (Hal. Utara), idawaho (Tern.), dolawaho (Tid.).

Based on the source of plant’s part taken, terubuk was kind of flower vegetable. Terubuk could be consumed raw (dish of raw vegetables and a spicy sauce), fried, or steamed. Like other vegetables, terubuk was also rich of nutrition and other substances that good for body. Terubuk most contained mineral, mainly calcium and phosphor, beside Vitamin C. (Van den Bergh, 1994)

It was suggested for hypercholesterolemia sufferers to always check up their cholesterol degree routinely in the closest health service and use herbal plants especially lilin vegetable as anti cholesterol medicine.

CONCLUSIONS

In this research it was known that there was significant influence of doing intervention by consuming lilin vegetable at the hypercholesterolemia sufferers. It could be known from the result of SPSS 16.0 analysis, with T-Test, found the value result of α = 0.020.

Based on the comparison of t counting and T table:

a. If counting statistic (number t output) > Table statistic (T table), so Ho rejected
b. If counting statistic (number t output) < Table statistic (T table), so Ho accepted

Result of T-Test analysis showed value of T counting 3.749 (bigger than value of T table 2.776) with value α=0.020. From the research result, it had got value α=0.020, therefore it had proofed that Ha accepted and Ho rejected (if value α <0.05).

From some compounds above, in fact, there were three compounds that contained in lilin vegetable and used to reduce cholesterol degree, they are: Tricosane, Z-12-Pentacosane, and Nonacosane. The three compounds contained in merunggai leaf, that was useful to reduce cholesterol degree in the blood. (A Dudi Krisnadi, 2015)
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